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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS
RESEARCH MEMORANDUM
WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF TEE 13?3?ECTOF ASPECT RATIO
AND CHORDWISE LOCATION ON EFFECTIVENESS OF PLAIN
SPOILERS ON THIN uNTAPERm Wmws
AT TR.ANSONICSPEEDS
By Alexander D. Hamnond
A wind-tunnel investigation has been made in the Langley high-speed
7- by 10-foot wind tunnel by use of the transonic-bump technique to
< study the effactiveness of spoiler-t~e controls on 9 unswept untapered
wings. FulU-span spoilers, projected to 7.5-percent wing chord along the
k-, 60-, 80-, and 100-percent wing chord lines, were tested on wings of
aspect ratio 1 to 6 at Mach numbers from 0.6 to 1.10. Most of the data
are presented without analysis.
INTRODUCTION
.
Design of spoiler-type controls at ti%nsonic spee~% hsmperedby “ ‘
the lack of a satisfactory theoretical ap~roach and the lack of systmn-
atic data on the effects of spoiler ChordWise l-ocationand ,wtngaspect
ratio. There are considerable published data on spoilers (refs. 1 to 3)
but for the most part there is no systematic variation of vari~les on
a given wing configuration.
The present paper presents the results of a wind”&el investiga-
tion to determine spoiler effectiveness on 9 small-scale rectangular
Semispan wings. The transonic speeds were obtatiedby using the
transonic-bump technique in the Iangley high-speed 7- by 10-foot wind
tunnel. The variables investigated were wing thickness (4 and 6 percent),
wing aspect ratio (aspect ratios from 1 to 6), and spoiler chordtise
location (spoilers located from 0.4 to 1.0 wing chord).
Q In order to ecqedite the ptilication of the results,no detailed
analysis or discussion of the data will be made. All the data are
‘Y,
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tsbul.atedform and, b addition,
are presented in graphic form.
SmiBols
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some data showing signif-
W
lift coefficient, Twice semisPan liftqs
drag coefficient, Twice semispsm dr~
@
pitthing-moment coefficient about 0.25c,
Twice semispsm pitthing moment
qsc
rsilling-momentcoefficient, SemisPan rollin~ moment -qsb




spoiler location from leading edge, ft
wingarea, sq ft
W@ thitiess, ft .
wing aspect ratio, +
free-s~resm dynamic pressure, +&)&, lb/sq ft
l,
free-stream velocity, ft/sec
free-stream density, skgs/cu ft
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‘a angle of attack, deg
.
8~ spoiler projection above wing surface, fraction of wl+g chord
A%, AC& ~ chsmge in coefficient due to spoiler deflection,
difference between wing with spoiler and the plain wing
(%?)Cp center of pressure of incremental normal-force coeffi-
cient due to spoiler projection
The geometric
MODEIS
characteristics of the models used in the investiga-
tion are given in figure 1. The models were machined from solid steel
to either ?NACA65AO04 or NACA 65AO06 airfoil sections. The basic models
Wdno twist or csniberand had a taper ratio of 1. The aspect ratio
was varied by cutting the wings at the appropriate spsmwise station nor-
mal to the chord plane.
“
Flap-type spoilers (shmilatedby awedge) (fig. 1)
the upper surface of the wings at chordwise stations of
.
1.OC, and extended from the w5ng root to the wing tip.





The tests were madebyusing the transonic-bump technique h the
Langley high-speed T-by 10-foot tunnel. The models were attachedto
a five-component electrical strati-gagebalance beneath the bump surface.
The tests were made over aMachn@er range from O.60 to 1.10 at Reynolds
nuribersvarying fromO.5 X106 to 1.5 X106 (fig. 2). The vsxiation of
the local Mach ntier over the bump in the vici.ni%yof the model is
shown in figure 3.
The test singlesof attack varied from -10° to 25° whenever the loads
encountered did not exceed the design limit of the balance. The aspect
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CORRECTIONS
,,
The data have not been corrected for Jet-boundary effects on
blockhg since the models were sufficiently small.with respect to tun-
nel boundaries as to make the corrections negligible. No corrections
were applied to account for flap deflection under load, since calcula-
tions had indicated that these were also negligible. The roll and yaw
data presented represent the rolling- and yawing-mcment coefficients
resullxlngfrom deflection of the control on one wing. Since no
reflection-plane corrections have been applied to the data, they repre-
sent symmetrically deflected controls and should be reduced if applied
to sntisymetric deflection. The magnitude of the corrections (reflec-
tion plane) at M = O obtained from references 4 and 5 is given in
fi~e 4. The variation of the reflection-plane correction with Mach
nuniberhas not been established in the transonic speed range but does
decrease to O at supersonic speeds.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The force snd moment data obtained in this investigation are pre-
F
sented in tab ar form in tables 1 to 6.
The vari~tion of AC~
‘D~ Ah, and ()%?q
with aspect ratio
is shown in figure 5 at zero angle of attack at M = 0.8 and M = 1.1.
The variation of AC~ ND, %, and (%?) with angle of attack is
given in figure 6 for the aspect-ratio-4, 6-p~cent-thick wing at
M= 0.8 and M= 1.1. me variation of NL, ~, % and (4) Q
with Mach nuuber is given in figure 7 at zero angle of attack for the
aspect ratio 4, 4-percent- and 6-percent-thickwings.
5e ~aphical presentation of some of the data (figs. 5 to 7) is
yresented to give a pictorial description of the typical v=iation
of ~Lj %S & and (~)q with the several test variables. If
a detailed smalysis is desired, recouxse should be made to the tdmlated
data. (See tableslto 6.)
The loss m lift effectiveness of the spoiler at any chordwise
location when the angle of attack is greater than shout 10° at subsonic
speed (fig. 6(a)) is @pical of this type of spoiler. It has been
shown (ref. 1) that this loss in effectiveness can be aUeviatedby .
putting a slot through the wing behind the spoiler when the spoiler is
deflected. The addition of the slot should be considered whemever a
spoiler installation on t= KQS iS re@ed to operate at W@ Wles ,
of attack.
-_—— —.—— —.. .. —.——-—.—-—— --
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It should be pointed out that these data are for only one value of
. spoiler projection snd, although they are useful in determining the
effects of the several variables, they sre not necessarily applic~le
to the design of a control surface that uses smsllldeflections (ref. 6).
Wrigley Aeronautical Ia.boratory,
National Advisory Conmritteefor Aeronautics,
-ey meld, Va., MaY 29, 1956.
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.0011 -.07.77 l0083 -7 -.2072 .0545 -.0236 -.0262
-5 -.1W2
.0125
.0131 -.0354 -.0204 ;OO;; -3 -.2258
-3
.0498 -.0221 -.0265 .0097
-.0761 .0183 -.0271 -.0132
-2
-.0666 .0474 -.0255 -.0082
-.0344
.0079
.0191 -.0229 -.0092 .0073 :: -.0345 .04M -.00M -.0052
-1 -.0218
.0068
.0257 -.0107 -.W59 .0063 -1 -.Oou .0511 .0019 -.0039 .0068
0 .0067 .0322 -.0324 -*m13 l005+ o .0222 .0511
1
.0006 .002s .0054
.0326 .0327 -.0326 .0020 .0047 1 .0469 .0533 .0072 .0052 .0057





.0086 .0044 .1234 .0631 .0224 .0227
.1566 :
.0075
.0600 .0042 .0165 .0057 .1800
7
.0740 .0214 .0227 .m75
.2349 .0322 .0072 .0264 .0076 7
10
.2590 .0959 .0246 .0314 .0125
.3589 .3335 .0033
35
.0436 .0258 10 .4094 .1480 .0104 .0509 .0190
.5699 .2567 -.0308 .0699 .0226 25 .6426 .=23
20
-.02n .0791 .0322
.7939 .4320 -.0960 .0964
25
.0487 20 .a755 .397a -.0922
.9092
.1035 .0509
.5822 -.1502 .1135 .0642 25 .9791 .5362 -.1353 .1197 .0670





.0111 -10 -.3513 .0894 -.0149 -.0437 .0151
.0354 ‘.0274 -.0237. .0092 -7 -.2075
-5
.0637 -.02= -.0272 .0116




.0580 -.0264 -,0172 .0093
.0269 -.0180 -*O1O7 .0069 -3 -.0637 .0345 -.0166 -.0086
-,0502
.0072





.0038 -1 -.0024 .0556 -.0022 -.0014 .0058
.0103 .0342 .0023 .0000 .0047 0 .0236 .0563 .0022 .0014 .0048
.0369 .0363
;
.0090 .0031 .0043 .0566 .0530 .0051 .0057
.0635
.oma
.0378 .0063 .0072 .0037 : .0872 .0637 .0216 l0086 .0065
.1004 .0+37 .0231 .0122 .0032 .3226 .0643
;
.0250 .0229 .m75
.1M3 .0596 .0212 .0193 .0043 : .1910
7
.0223 .0227 .0223 .0096
.2479 .on6 .0177 .0291 .0084 7 .2853 l1066 .0225 l0329 .0137
10 ,3763 .1263 .0160. .0457 .0156 10 .4433 .2323 .0032 .0536 .0206
35 .52.99 .251a -.0198 .0743 .0283 .7192
20
.2655 -,0490 .0660 .0353
.8117 .3949 -.0959 .0990 .0466 27 .9432 .4M4 -.1020 .uao .0559
23 .a767 .4965 -.1369 .1075 .0594 25 1.1011 +6076 -.2532 .1373 .0795




:%?% 283G -.0436-.2310 -.0281 :W -:; ::%J; WJ SIJ %% ::%:
-3 -.1480 .0149 -.0202 -.0176
-3
.0066 -5
-.oa71 .0116 -.0182 -.0105
-2
.0056 -.0722 .057a -.0139 -.0103 .0040
-.0539 . .0136 -.0132 ‘.0067 .0048 :: -.0361 .0555 -.0107
-1 -.0207
‘.0062 l0033
.0149 -.0032 -.0034 .0048 -1 .0000 .0555 -.0029 -.0021
0
.0030
.0041 .0169 .0017 .0004 .0044 0 .0271 .0578
1
-.0005 .0021 .0023
.031a .0205 .0072 .0042 .0046 1 .0655 ,0632
2
.006-9 .0042












.1729 .0421 .0191 .0197 .0044 62223 .0856 .0132 .0240 .ooa9
,2490 .0611 .0262
L;
.0302 .0092 7 l3326 .1043 .0037 .0356 .0131
.3942 .1137 .ola5
13
.0491 ,0165 10 .462a .1403 -.0159 .054a .0197
.6086 .2327 -.0229 .0772 .0284 33 .7247 .2709 -.05W .0334 .0323
20 l8244 .3a09 -.0939 .1003 .0456 20 .9482 .4296 -.1097 .1192 .0532
23 .a963 .4980 -.1409 l1095 .0589 23 1.1424 .6263 -.1627 .1438 ;0765
H .0.93 H -1.10
10 -.325a .0649 ‘.0271 -.0416
-7 ‘.1965
.0162
l0572 -.0218 -.0239 .012.9 “:~ ;:X! :8% ::8?S ::8$8$ :882
-5 -.2267 .0546 -.0209
-3
‘.0165 .0102 -5 .0514 -.0172 -.0192 -.W03
-.0595 .0535 -.0223 -.0094 .ooa3 -3 -.0740 .0470 -.0125 -.0099 -.0010
-2 -.0259 .0546 -.0034 -.0055 .0083 -2 -.0436 .0451 -.oo9a -.0063
.1
-.0022
.0000 .0559 .0041 ‘.0024 .0079 -1 .0000
0
.0579 l0003 -.0017 -.0032
.0233 .0572 .0049 .0008 .0071 .0283 .0470 -*OO1O
:
.0026 -.0025
.0491 -.0052 .0095 .0047 .m71 .0501 .0579 .0023
:
.0059 -.0016
.oao2 .0636 .0165 .0079 .0071 2 .0871 .0579
3 .u3a .0698
l0123 .0099 -.0013
.0251 .0118 .0071 3 .2263 .0579
5 .Iaxo
.0143 .0239 .0016
.oaui .0190 .0204 .0094 5
7
.2069 .0793 .ooa5 .0244
.2586
.0016




l10U6 .0037 .0363 .0038
.3339 .0160 .0487 .0196 10 .4464 .1585
E
-.0129 .O*5 .0111
.638.9 ,265a -.0177 .0765 .0316 35 .70n .2935 -.0559 .0675 .02a2
!0 .8379 .3944 -.0969 .1012 .0492 20 .9211 .4340
!5 .9206
-.1152 .1173 .0497







wz’ .-m+x#mnumc l~c(Rm3~8A!eIo h8xEL—cmumd
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_ -0.04 - ~ .0.40
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10 ‘05606 .1023 -*1095 -*0427 lo258
-7 ‘02859 bo968 -.1005 -60334 sow
-5 -.2258 .0880 -.0919 -.0262 *O1O7
-3 -d720 .0865 -00895 -.0187 ?00s5
-2 -*1407 .0865 ‘*0816 -.0151 l0074
-1 -.1143 .0865 ‘.0805 -.0120 90064
0 -.0050 .0894 -.0801 -.0085 l0053
-.0513
;
00938 -.0722 -*0049 90031
-.0293 .0938 -.0705 -00009 l0043
.Oooo .0994 ‘.0662 .0036 l0038



























































































.5131 .2s78 ‘.0420 .0631 *ozno
20 .7183 .3562 -00768 .0916 90358
25. .8650 .4685 -.1117 .1081 l0526
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2 -.0024 l2ZZ9 -.0468 .0011 .0051
3 .0330 l1285 -.0498 .0068 .0051
5 .1023 .1345 -.0451 .0250 .0053
.1922 .1665 -.0428 .0240 .0077



















































































































































.1455 ‘.0626 .0220 ‘00016
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.5820 .2799 -.06W .0724 .0228
2? l8218 .4181 -.0999 .1OZ5
23
.0409
1.0136 .591E -02384 l2293 .0608
I
23 .9801 .4629 -.1280 .1146 .0656
I
—
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a>
*
%00 %6 c1 %
n - 0.6J
-lo -,4750 .1488 .0250 ‘.0617
-7
.0148
-.3720 .1129 -.0089 -.0492 .0119
-5 -,2811 .0956 -.0025 -.0394
-3
.0488
-.2295 .0895 .0076 -.0322
-2
.0469
-,2011 .0852 .0061 -.0282
-1
.0054
-,1730 .0830 .0048 ‘.024S
o
.0050
-.1406 .0830 .0112 -.020> .0047
1 -.1211 .0830 .0102 -.0171
2
.0041
-.0865 .0744 .0123 -.0238 .0050
-.0433 .0744 .0308 ‘.0092 .Q257
: .0108 .0766 .0166 -.0013 .Q269
.0779 .0934 .02.87 .0092
1:
.0072
. .2055 .1276 .0186 .0249 .0091
.4650 .2362 -.’0157 .05n
2:
.0214
.7137 .3724 -.0530 .0899 .0367.
25 .9148 .5147 -.1182 l 1148 .0553
H - o.&
-lo
-7 ;::a! :~g :g:g :j:l :8%-5 ‘.3244 .0100
-3 -.2554 .0266 .0283 -.0s4s
-2
.0081
-.2173 .0837 .0327 ‘.0298
-1
.0074
-.1908 .0793 .0338 ‘.0263
o
.0060
-.1615 .0793 .0363 -.0227
1
.ca15
‘.1233 .0737 .0366 -.0178 .0049
2 -.0998 .0737 .0365 -.0147 .0050
3 -.0514 .0752 .0443 -.0094 .0055
.0220 .0837 .0473 -.mo4 .0049
: .0954 .0925 .0423 .0085 .005>
10 .2334 l2227 .0269 .0245 .0086
15 .5211 .2355 -.0173 ,,0601 ,0237
20 .7633 .3538 -.0635
25
66922 .bnh
.9248 .4621 -.1322 .1222 .0535
H . 0.0s
.10 -.55a4 .1557 .0245 ‘.0722
-7
.0170
‘.4265 l 1219 .0228 -.0534
-5
.0126
-.3440 .102s .0270 -.0438
-3
.m9e
-.2697 .0867 .0342 -.0346
-2
.0076
-.2421 .0812 .0365 -.0309 .0066
-1 -.2064 .0822 .0463 -.0267 .0064
0 -.1789 .0743 .0371 -.0229 .0060
-.1403 .0743 .0481 -.0184 .0050
: -.1101 .0743 .0440 ‘.0142 .0046













.7842 .3451 ‘.0680 .0948
25
.0390




+1682 .0257 ‘.0692 .0207
‘.4276 l1337 .0278 -.0531 .0145
-5 ‘.3446 l 1135 .0274
-3
‘.0429 .0106






-.1969 .0891 .0424 ‘.0256
o
.m58
-.1684 .0829 .0403 -00208 .0053
-.1373 .0829 .0429 -.0173 .0051









.1011 .0995 .0436 .0110
10
.0056
.2462 l1337 .0314 .0267 .0086
.5623 .2350 -.0113 .0660 .0258
# .8085 .3376 -.0774
25
.0963 .0455
.9510 .4651 ‘.1231 .1167 .0599
*
m %% % % %
H . o.~
.10 -.5564 .1860 .0237’ -00687 l0222
-7 -.4230 .1400 .0230 -.0491
-5
.0153
-.3338 l3241 .0243 -.0409 .0108
-3 -.2596 .1095 .0252 -.0311
-2 -.2226
.0081
.1071 .0343 -.0270 .0065
-1 -.1904 .1034 .0242 -.0225
0
l0057
-.2308 .0962 .0257 -00384
1
.0050
-.1232 .0922 .0299 -.0146 .0050
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62 ‘+’ % I %6 % I Cn z% 5 % ‘1 %
H . OAI H - 0.S3
-10 -.6369 .2531 .1317 -.0792 .0218 -10 -.6559
-7
.2175 .1394 -.0788 .0273
-.5438 .1349 .1012 -.0647 .0206 -7 -.5244 .1M3 .2253 -.0588
-3
.0222
-.4676 l2209 .1046 -.0554 .0164 -5 -.4492 .2.504 .2277 -.0501
-3 -.3872
l0173
l2201 .09.97 -.0469 .0239 -3 -03653 .1520 .1276 -.0407
-2
.0148






.2205 -.0323 .0108 :: -.3032
0 ‘.2806
.1198 .2.223 -.0324 .0230





.0996 .1007 -00303 .0101 1 -.223-6 .1076 .2267 ‘.0249 .0226
2 -.2110 .0996 .0994 -.0257 l0101 2
3
-.1339 .1051 .1172 -.0203
‘.1675
.0225
l0961 .0952 -.0218 .0108 -02516 l1014 .3262
5
-.0266 .0223
-.1022 .1040 .1049 -.0139 .0110 : -.0623 .1051 .22W -.0075 .0128
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1:
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-.3499 .1060 .1254 -.0594
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.0116 -2 -.3=6 .27-86
-.3218
l1205 -.0364 .0149
.0934 .1221 -,0358 .0111 -1 -.2900 .1262
0
.1276 -.0322 .0136
-.2790 .0960 .1224 -.0318 .0101 0 ‘.2496 .2205 .2268 -.0281 .023s
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-7 ::XE :2$: ::?2 :XB %::z -
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-5 -.4592 .1335 .1234 -.0516
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.0161 -5 -.0469
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-2 -.3513 .1062 .1273 -.0386 .0229 -2 -03231 .2208 .1167 -CO*2 .0111
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20
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-.5443 l3524 .1256 ‘.0608 .0202 -7 -.5257 l1490 .1282




.1177 .1297 -.0419 l0136 -3 -.3445 .1132 .2227 -.0323 .0100
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-1
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-.3021 .1024 .1303 -.0328 .0223 -1 -.2721 .1058 l 2234 -.0306
0
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.0114 1 -.2o85 .1003 .1249 -.0226 .W72
.0070 .1204 -.0223 .0114 2 -.1690 l1003 .1190 -.0180 .0075
-01454 .0870 l1245 -.0170 .0237 -01295 .1OQ3 .1254 -00140 .0075
: -.0781 l0935 .1276 -.0083 l0119 i -00373
7
.1058 .1180 -.0027 .0069
.0078 .1000 .1196 .002s .0227 7 .0505
10
.1165 .1071 .0083 .W69
.1406 l1383 l1055 .0237 .0146 10 .2251 .M98 l0823 .0290 .0091
l5026 .23B3 .0292 .0640
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(a) t/c = 0.04.
Figure 3.- Typical Mach number contour6 over
rnoclel locatlon.
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4.- VartatSo~ of reflection-plane correction with a6pect ratio
























Flagged symbols indicate PC ‘0-04








(a) M = 0.8; b. = .O.O~c.
Figure 5.- Variation of the incremental lift, drag, pit thing moment, and
lateral centers of pressure with aspect ratio at an angle of attack
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(a) M = 0.8; b,
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Figure 6.- Variation of the incremental lift, drag, pitthing moment, and
lateral centers of pressure with angle of attack for the 6-percent-
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(a) t/c = 0.04; 5S = -0.075C.
.:
Figure 7.- Variation of the incremental ~, drag, pitc~g moment~ ~
lateral centers of pressure with Mach nuuiberat an angle of attack of
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0.06; b~ = -0.075C.
7.- Concluded.
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